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It is easy to find ourselves laying emphasis on the hopefulness of the “New Year” and all of the 
possibility that awaits us during the 365 days of 2016. Though our culture often defines “hope” 
as merely a fanciful wish or a casual desire, our faith teaches us that there is more to the 
spiritual belief of hope than merely the wish of winning the lottery or the longing to see the 
Orioles will win the World Series (okay that is my personal hope!). Logically, this sort of desire 
holds fault in the fact that what is hoped for may or may not actually come to fruition. Yet, it is 
the hopefulness of believers who see hope as more than simply a desire or a wish. Instead, they 
see it as a firm confidence in God — even when situations and conditions give them reason to 
doubt. And remarkably, the paradoxical view of hope is that to feel the true strength of hope, the 
overwhelming existence of hopelessness must exist. 
 
As educators, my colleagues and I know that we are called to teach our students the difference 
between our culture’s view of hope and the hope we have in Christ. Hope that is more than 
simply optimism or wishful thinking, but an essential function of our faith. As Christians, we 
believe that hope in the Lord gives us strength. And although society might affirm self-
confidence, we as believers are called to place our confidence in God. For when we hope in Him, 
we find the confidence to face any challenge that might come our way. We also believe as 
Christians that hope in the Lord teaches us patience. And although society may encourage us to 
be self-reliant when we encounter our own problems, we as believers recognize that we are 
called to wait patiently for the Lord when we are faced with a hopeless situation. For when we 
feel anxious or worried, God’s abiding love will bring hope through our patience. And finally, 
hope in the Lord brings encouragement to our lives. By encouragement we can see joy through 
hope as we face life’s struggles and know that any earthly strife will fade amid the radiant glow 
of our heavenly reward.  
 
Working with young people, my colleagues and I feel blessed to witness our children as they 
recognize the glory of God. And during this past year that saw civil unrest, acts of terrorism and 
the tragedies of war attempt to weaken our belief in humanity, we use hope as a guiding 
compass toward God and belief in hopeful blessing of joy that awaits us in 2016. With this being 
said, I thought you might appreciate a few of the “hopes” that our students have for this year: 

 
I pray with hopefulness that…. 

“as citizens of our country, we learn to better follow the guiding principles found within the Ten 
Commandments of our faith.” (Sara Alessandrini: 6th) 

“we work to clean the waters of the Wicomico River that leads into our city.” (Morgan Neall: 2nd) 
“everyone is kind and loving toward each other.” (Jaxson Thomas: 1st) 

“we offer more support to the homeless and jobless citizens of our area.” (Faith Lafferty: 8th) 
“in place of anger, war and destruction, we discover the power of peace.” (Alex Miller: 7th) 
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